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PRESS RELEASE

Your Peers, Your Science
Academic Publishing is Evolving

PeerJ launches a free ‘jobs board’ for academic positions
PeerJ (an open access publisher of scholarly journals in biology, medicine, health and computer
sciences) today launched a free-to-use “Jobs Board” (available at https://peerj.com/jobs/).
The service is currently available for academic, government, and industry positions in the fields of
biology, life sciences, medicine, and computer science. The PeerJ website receives hundreds of
thousands of visitors each month from readers seeking high quality scientific content, and so this is a
powerful way for scientific employers to reach potential candidates.
Jason Hoyt, PeerJ Co-Founder and CEO said: “In light of the increasingly difficult climate for academics
seeking new positions, we are happy to provide this service entirely free of charge to the community.
We encourage universities, and other employers, to use it.”
Free listings appear for 30 days (and can be renewed for free) and appear on related PeerJ pages with
overlapping subject areas. To post a position, employers should visit peerj.com/jobs

###
PDF of this Press Release:
http://static.peerj.com/pressReleases/2016/PeerJ-Jobs-Board.pdf

###
ABOUT:
PeerJ is an Open Access publisher of peer reviewed articles, which offers researchers a lifetime
publication plan, for a single low price, providing them with the ability to openly publish all future
articles for free. PeerJ is based in the US and the UK and can be accessed at https://peerj.com/. PeerJ’s
mission is to help the world efficiently publish its knowledge.
All works published in PeerJ are Open Access and published using a Creative Commons license (CC-BY
4.0). Everything is immediately available—to read, download, redistribute, include in databases and
otherwise use—without cost to anyone, anywhere, subject only to the condition that the original
authors and source are properly attributed.
PeerJ has an Editorial Board of over 1,400 respected academics, including 5 Nobel Laureates. PeerJ was
the recipient of the 2013 ALPSP Award for Publishing Innovation.
PeerJ Media Resources (including logos) can be found at: https://peerj.com/about/press/
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